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Bring this brochure with you to the conference so
you have the schedule handy throughout the day.

Schedule
8:30 - 9:00 a.m.		

Arrival and Registration at F.R. Haythorne

9:00 - 9:15 a.m.		

Welcome Assembly in the Gym

9:15 - 10:45 a.m. 		

SESSION 1

10:45 - 11:00 a.m. 		

Break and Book Sale

11:00 a.m. - 12:30 p.m. SESSION 2
12:30 - 1:15 p.m.		
Break - Lunch* and Book Sale
		*Students are responsible for bringing
		
their own bag lunch and snack.
		
Drop-in lunch sessions with graphic
		
artists for Junior High participants
1:15 - 2:45 p.m. 		

SESSION 3

2:45 p.m. 		

Conference Evaluation

2:50 - 3:15 p.m.		

Autograph Session and Book Sale

SCHEDULE AND SESSION INFORMATION ALSO
AVAILABLE AT WWW.EIPS.CA/STUDENTS/YAC

WE’RE EXCITED TO WELCOME
OVER 400 ENTHUSIASTIC STUDENTS FROM BOTH
ELK ISLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS AND ELK ISLAND
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS FOR OUR

31ST ANNUAL

YOUNG AUTHORS’ CONFERENCE!

THIS IS YOUR CHANCE TO WORK WITH
AND LEARN FROM OUTSTANDING
PROFESSIONAL WRITERS AND ILLUSTRATORS.
INTERESTED IN BEING A YAC VOLUNTEER?
PARENTS AND STAFF CAN SIGN UP
AT WWW.EIPS.CA/STUDENTS/YAC

CHOOSE FROM THESE EXCITING SESSIONS

LET’S CREATE CHARACTERS!
ELEMENTARY: 3 SESSIONS

Do you love to draw and create your own characters? Come to Lorna
Bennett’s session and practice your drawing skills to bring characters to
life. Learn new illustration tips and some of the secrets to creating your
own characters.
LORNA BENNETT has worked as a designer, writer, illustrator and animator. Her illustrations in
Sandwiches for Duke won her a nomination for the Amelia Frances Howard-Gibbon Illustrator’s
Award, and Dot to Dot in the Sky: Stories of the Moon won an Alberta Book Award. Bennett
currently devotes most of her time to artwork for children’s picture and educational books,
greeting cards, novel covers, technical illustration, multimedia and animation. She attended
Grant MacEwan Community College and the University of Alberta (U of A) in the arts and fine
arts programs. Since 2006, Bennett has worked as a staff artist on the wards at the U of A
Hospital, bringing art-making to the bedsides of adult patients.

TELLING STORIES WITH PICTURES!
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

What do picture books and comics have in common? Both use illustrations
to help tell the story in a sequential format! Mike’s workshop will take you
through the creative process of visual storytelling in picture books, comics
and graphic novels. The hands-on session includes Mike Boldt drawing with
you and offering useful assistance along the way. From word balloons to
dynamic page layouts, the goal is to equip you with the right tools so you
can let your own imagination and artistic style run free with this sequential
art form.
MIKE BOLDT loves ice cream, comics, cartoons and creating picture books. As an author and
illustrator, he has been creating products for children for the last 20 years and has worked
with Scholastic Canada, Harper Collins, Random House, Bloomsbury and others. For more
information on Boldt and his work visit www.mikeboldt.ca.

THE POWER OF THE PYRAMID
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Build a pyramid the right way with the right material, and it will be an amazing piece of work, admired by all. Build it the wrong way or with the wrong
material, and, well, you know what will happen. Writing is the same—except
for worrying about whether a ten-ton rock will land on your toes! Build the
pyramid right, and you’ll have a great story. You’ll have a fun time with Sigmund Brouwer learning exactly what you need as you construct any of your
writing pieces, from short stories to essays to novels.

SIGMUND BROUWER is the author of 20 novels for adults, and dozens of books for children.
Each year, he visits more than 150 schools delivering his “Rock and Roll Literacy” presentation,
reaching about 60,000 students annually. He is the writer-in-residence for 80 plus schools
through www.writerinresidence.org. His latest novel, Thief of Glory, was the 2015 Alberta
Readers Choice Award winner and his young adult novel, Deadman’s Switch, was named the
2015 Arthur Ellis best juvenile mystery in Canada.

MARTY CHAN’S TEMPLE OF WORD FU
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Like Kung Fu experts, authors must punch up their writing to get past a
reader’s defences. Author Marty Chan reveals the secrets of the ancient art
of word fu. Discover how a deadly combination of words can devastate your
readers in this fun and interactive workshop.
MARTY CHAN writes plays for adults and books for kids. He has one new book, Shadow and
Spell. For more information visit www.martychan.com.

GOOD IDEAS, GREAT STORIES!
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

Have you ever had a great idea for a story but didn’t know where to start? Or
start a story but somehow get lost along the way of telling it? In this session
you will discover techniques to trigger your imagination and help clarify that
vision. Laura Comfort will provide tips and tools to help turn great ideas into
full stories.
THE FUN OF WRITING VILLAINS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

We are drawn to stories full of fantasy and adventure: swept up by magic,
invested in the struggles, and compelled to witness good conquering evil.
But for great heroes to triumph, they require worthy foes. Fantasy Adventure
author Laura L. Comfort will lead discussions on the similarities between the
villains we love to hate, what makes them different and what to consider
when creating villains of your own.
LAURA L. COMFORT is a freelance writer whose works include fantasy novels, script writing
and educational resources such as Gamed Academy. She has been a guest speaker at schools,
youth groups and conferences. Her passions include writing, creating digital artwork and
educating wherever she can. Always exploring and trying new things, some of her adventures
include skydiving, caving and climbing the Mayan Ruins.

GIVE PEAS A CHANCE!
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

Would you believe the humble pea can help you tell an amazing story?! It’s
true! We’ll use songs, images, and even your (kind of) annoying brother or
sister to learn how everyday events—like walking to school—and everyday
objects (like PEAS!) can help you create a story that will hook your readers!

MIND THE GAP
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

A good story has tight plots and amazing characters. A GREAT story has
tight plots, amazing characters and awesome gaps that pull in readers. Join
Natasha and learn how to create the plot, description and character gaps to
help you turn your story from good to great!
NATASHA DEEN writes for kids, teens and adults. When she’s not writing, she visits schools
and libraries to help people find and tell the stories inside of them. Natasha also spends a lot
of time trying to convince her pets that she’s the boss of the house. Her latest novel, In the Key
of Nira Ghani is a Junior Library Guild selection, a CCBC Best Pick for Kids & Teens (Red Leaf
Literature), an OLA Red Maple Award nominee, and a Chapters-Indigo Most Anticipated Teen
Books. Visit her at www.natashadeen.com.

CARTOONING WITH GARY
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Students will be introduced to the fun of cartooning by learning to see the
world through the eyes of a cartoonist. They’ll move through a progression
of drawing and doodling exercises and leave with the basic skills needed to
enjoy and improve their cartooning.
GARY DELAINEY is a cartoonist, artist and writer. He is half of the cartooning duo responsible
for Betty, an internationally syndicated daily comic strip, published in newspapers and
magazines around the world. Locally, Betty appears in The Edmonton Journal. When he’s not
thinking up Betty strips for Gerry Rasmussen to draw, Delainey enjoys spending time with his
family and taking his dog, Roscoe, to the Strathcona Dog Park.

HOW TO WRITE A FANTASY STORY THAT WOULD BLOW THE
SOCKS OFF HARRY POTTER IF HE READ IT!
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Ever wanted to write your own fantasy story, but not sure where to begin?
Learn the “Fantasy Blueprint” every author needs to write their own
Harry Potter. We’ll explore the key elements of good fantasy writing, the importance of developing characters, world-building, point-of-view and much
more in this fun workshop, specially designed for young writers.
TYLER ENFIELD is the author of Wrush, Hannah And The Magic Eye, and two novels for adults.
He is also a photographer and film-maker. You can learn more about him at TylerEnfield.com

TRAVEL TO THE FUTURE
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

A box of crazy items showed up last week and they’re not from this century.
Where are they from? Who had them last? What are they for? Let author
and journalist Rita Feutl show you tips and tricks that will help a present-day
character time travel into the future. We’ll build a scene, add your character
and see what happens!

REWRITING EVIL: INVENTING VILE VILLAINS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

What separates a run-of-the-mill bad character from one that will stick in
your head long after you’ve closed the book? You’ll get to explore and create evil characters, and set them in situations where you may be surprised
by what they do.
RITA FEUTL loves to write. She writes for newspapers, magazines and websites. But what she
likes best of all is writing books for kids. Rescue at Fort Edmonton is a historical novel about
a 12-year-old who time travels at Fort Edmonton Park. With author Debby Waldman, she’s
also written a picture book called Room Enough for Daisy. Rita’s novel Bike Thief is about a
16-year-old who’s forced to steal bikes to pay off a debt. Rescue in the Rockies, the sequel to
Rescue at Fort Edmonton, takes Janey and Max to Banff at Christmas, and plunges them into
a mysterious past.

TELL A TRUE STORY
ELEMENTARY: 3 SESSIONS

You’re more interesting than you might think! Find out how to tell a true
story, with you as a key character. You’ll discover fun and easy ways to come
up with ideas, build scenes and organize facts. The session begins with a
creativity game that sets the mood for muse.
JOAN MARIE GALAT is the author of more than 20 books that contain facts, true stories
and not-so-true stories, including the Dot to Dot in the Sky series. She loves to explore
nonfiction topics from things in space to nature on our own planet. Joan’s book Dark
Matters includes true stories set in Sherwood Park, where she grew up. Her book on wild
and wacky engineering shows how to do fun things like stop a candy thief. Joan also enjoys
reaching for new heights as a nearly nine-foot tall stiltwalker at festivals and literacy events.
www.joangalat.com

HOW TO DRESS UP A SKELETON
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

What’s the “skeleton” of a story? On top of these bare bones, how do you
dress it up to make it special? This workshop will show the important steps
required to turn your bare bones skeleton into a show stopper.
WRITE IT RIGHT!
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Whether you want to write novels or just a great paragraph, this session
will show you how. It’s packed with easy-to-use info for writers of all ability
levels. You’ll learn how to get started, create awesome characters, what’s
really important in your writing and how to put it all together. If you want to
write it right, this is the session for you.
JACQUELINE GUEST is an international award-winning author of 20 novels. She has
stood on an iceberg, flown a kite in a hurricane and dodged hungry lions all while on the
job as a writer. Her fast-paced novels have topics that range from deadly video games to
comic book superheroes and mysterious meteorites! She has loads of experience working
with students of all ages and has taught reading and writing workshops across Canada, the
United States and as far off as Africa. In 2017, Guest was awarded the Order of Canada.
Her motto: READING ROCKS!

WRITE ON!

ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

How do you get better at anything? You practice. But hey, Who said practice has to be boring? In Kathy’s workshop, you’ll hone your writing chops
by trying a series of short drills to strengthen your skills and stretch your
imagination. With some easy tips and techniques, it’s a snap to make a good
story even better. Come for a fun workout… the only thing you’ll lift is a pencil!
KATHY JESSUP is an Edmonton-based children’s writer and storyteller. She has toured
schools, libraries and festivals across Canada and internationally, entertaining audiences with
her original stories. Her student writing workshops are also popular. Kathy’s storytelling CD
LISTEN UP! Tellable Tales for Hungry Ears is recommended in the Canadian Children’s Book
Centre guide “Best Books for Kids & Teens.” Visit Jessup’s website at www.kathyjessup.com.

THE HERO’S JOURNEY: MONOMYTH IN MODERN MEDIA
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Kantor will illustrate how monomyth, specifically the Hero’s Journey, has
impacted modern storytelling from TV and film, to graphic novels.
CHASE KANTOR is a writer/colour artist living in Edmonton, AB, Canada with his wife, Alicia
and fur babies Clementine, Garrus, and Archer. In addition to collecting Star Wars figures,
Chase also collects degrees: a bachelor’s in biology and classical literature, a diploma in writing
for film and television, and a PhD in physiology. Look for upcoming titles Alice of Spades and
I am Manny Katz.

THE GINGERBREAD TEACHER: CHASING A DREAM
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

It takes a lot of work to make your dream come true! If you are interested
in being a children’s author, illustrator or both, come spend some time with
author and illustrator Tamara Martin Spady. Learn how Martin Spady took
her stories and turned them into children’s picture books. During the workshop, you’ll learn to draw one of the characters from Martin Spady’s books
and how to work on character illustration development to create characters
for your own stories.
TAMARA MARTIN SPADY is an author, illustrator, artist, teacher, consultant and speaker. She
has a passion for art and has created four children’s step-by-step drawing books that teach
young children the basics of drawing. Tamara has published two children’s storybooks—The
Gingerbread Teacher and The Hairy Fellows: A Rabbit’s guide to drawing. Martin Spady is the
recipient of Elk Island Public Schools Terry Gunderson Award for the promotion of lifelong
learning through professional development.

PLAY A GAME; WRITE A STORY!
ELEMENTARY: 1 SESSION
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

What makes a good story great? Writing fiction is about creating amazing characters, setting the place, hatching plots and adding real-life

dialogue. Plus, we can’t forget every good fiction story has some sort
of gripping conflict. To get you writing, Lorna Schultz Nicholson lets
you play a game. Oh yeah! The workshop includes all types of genres
from western to sci-fi and everything in between! It’s a hands-on, get
down and dirty workshop. But tons of fun.
LORNA SCHULTZ NICHOLSON loves to write! And she loves encouraging children to write.
She has published picture books, middle grade fiction, young adult fiction and hockey nonfiction. Many of her books have been nominated for awards. Her fiction books are about
kids—their friendships, school, family life, emotions, feelings and…the ups and downs of life.
Lorna lives in Edmonton with her hubbie and two dogs, a whiny bichon shih tzu and a sort-ofnaughty puppy she rescued from Mexico. The Edmonton Oilers are her favourite hockey team.

CARTOONING

ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

An introduction to the fun and fascinating world of cartooning! The
workshop will show you the basics of how to construct your own cartoon
characters and start you thinking like a cartoonist.
GERRY RASMUSSEN has been working on cartoon projects since 1976. In that time, he
created, along with Gary Delainey, Bub Slug, a comic strip that ran in The Journal colour
comics from 1985-90. He and Delainey are currently busy producing Betty, a daily comic strip
distributed by Universal Uclick and appears in more than 80 newspapers around the world,
including The Edmonton Journal.

CREEPILICIOUS
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Wanna scare the pants off someone? Tell a hair-raising tale? Pump up those
pulses with piloerecting* ghost stories? You can create tension and, gulp,
terror in stories of all genres: mystery, adventure, speculative fiction, fantasy,
horror and even romance. So let’s dabble in wordplay that raises the stakes,
vampires beware; curdles the blood; and gets right to the action of your scariest scenes. Discover just when gore is creepilicious and when it’s too much!
*piloerecting = goosebump raising
GAIL SIDONIE SOBAT is an author of 11 books for children, young adults and adult
audiences. In addition, she is the creator and long-time co-ordinator of YouthWrite®, camps
for kids who love to write, and the creator and director of Spoken Word Youth Choir (SWYC).
An international presenter and performer, she has presented throughout Canada, the United
States, Qatar, Switzerland, Finland and Vietnam. Her critically acclaimed Ingamald fantasy
trilogy was nominated for a number of awards, and her young adult novels, Chance to Dance
For You and Gravity Journal are Moonbeam Award winners and White Pine Honour Books.
Spyder Yardley-Jones illustrated her children’s picture book, In the Graveyard, and her graphic
novel, Jamie’s Got a Gun. Gail is a Global TV Woman of Vision and and Edmonton Arts and
Culture Citation Award Recipient.

HULLABALOO* AT SHERWOOD PARK ZOO
ELEMENTARY: 2 SESSIONS

Congratulations on your new, fantasy career: Zookeeper at Sherwood Park
Zoo! Using Karen’s story prompts and the roll of some dice, create your
own imaginary animal. What unique characteristics does your beastie friend
have? And what mayhem follows when your new creature escapes from
the zoo? There will be much ado at Sherwood Park Zoo… Bring your inner
zookeeper and your wild sense of imagination as we write a high-stakes
adventure story. This exploit could lead us all through Alberta!
*hullabaloo = fuss, noise, uproar, general wackiness

EMOTION: WRITING ON THE EDGE
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Want to write high-stakes stories that grab readers by the heart and the
throat and won’t let them go? Then think emotion! Whether you’re into
fantasy, mystery, contemporary-problem stories or other genres, prepare to
create an intriguing, relatable protagonist. Then, through discussion and fun
writing exercises, learn how to make your readers experience suppressed
rage, to ache for love and acceptance, or to recoil from the sting of injustice
alongside your character. Expect the unexpected in this session, while we go
deep into your character’s journey.
KAREN SPAFFORD-FITZ is the author of six books for kids and teens. Her newest title, Taking
the Lead, was published in fall 2019. Karen finds humans endlessly fascinating and her books
deal with real-life teenagers working through real-life challenges. Her stories are often set in
Edmonton, where she has lived for many years. A former junior-high teacher, Karen has spoken
to thousands of students about how books, reading and writing are tickets to living their best
life. When she is not crafting words in her studio, Karen is often dreaming about her next trip.

WHO SAYS CANADIAN HISTORY IS BORING?
ELEMENTARY: 1 SESSION
JUNIOR HIGH: 1 SESSION

Canadian history comes alive as big money and lots of booze flowed freely
across the Canada-United States border during the Prohibition era in the
1920s. Global News anchor, Gord Steinke, shares tips on the research and
writing of his recent book, Mobsters and Rumrunners of Canada. Steinke
will also offer students a look at his award-winning series, Your Town, that
explores the colourful history of communities across Alberta.
GORD STEINKE has been working for Global TV as the 6 p.m. and 11 p.m. news anchor
and senior producer for more than 25 years. He has a bachelor of arts in journalism and
communications from the University of Regina. He began his journalism career at CBC radio in
Regina. After reporting and anchoring for CBC and Newsworld, he landed a job in Minnesota
as an anchor and reporter on a national all-news channel. After three years, he returned to
Canada and the Global News team.

DROP-IN LUNCH SESSIONS
WITH GRAPHIC ARTISTS
FOR JUNIOR HIGH PARTICIPANTS
PICTURES ARE WORTH A THOUSAND WORDS
DROP-IN ILLUSTRATION SESSION

Learn from comics industry professional Daniel J. Schneider about how
comics are an amazing resource in the classroom and at home. Comics
encourage reading and teach us how to read more than the words that are
given to us.
DANIEL J. SCHNEIDER is an Edmonton Comic artist. He was the first-ever comic shop Artist in
Residence and the Co-creator of the Drawn to Write Comic Camps. Daniel is passionate about
passing on his love for comics and inspiring the next generation of creators.

SESSION WITH SPENCER SEKYER
DROP-IN ILLUSTRATION SESSION

SPENCER SEKYER is an adventurer, philanthropist and educator who has taught in Sierra Leone,
the Dheisheh refugee camp in the West Bank, Afghanistan, Ethiopia and Haiti. He is passionate
about assisting children and animals in Canada and in distressed areas around the world, and
his travel has taken him to Europe, the Middle East, Central and South America, Somalia,
Tanzania, Rwanda, Democratic Republic of Congo and Kenya. Spencer lives in Edmonton
with his wife, Dr. Christie Macdonald Sekyer, their son, Anders, and their faithful Alaskan
Malamute dog.

SPECIAL THANKS TO
THE ORGANIZING COMMITTEE
AND THE VOLUNTEERS WHO HELP
TO MAKE OUR CONFERENCE A
SUCCESS. FINANCIAL SUPPORT FOR
THE CONFERENCE IS PROVIDED BY
ELK ISLAND PUBLIC SCHOOLS, ELK ISLAND
CATHOLIC SCHOOLS, SHERWOOD PARK
STAPLES AND SOBEY’S, WYE ROAD.

